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Outline
Aim of today: how to write transparent footnotes and comments in
GRADE evidence profiles and Summary of Findings Tables
• Background: rationale for this workshop
• GRADE approach – focus on footnotes & comments

20 min

• Hands-on work: (60 min)
– Writing footnotes on selected examples
(work in pairs and large group discussion)
– Examples of footnotes: make a judgment on usefulness
and interpretation (small group work)
• Wrap up (10 min)
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Footnotes explain choices and judgments
made in a GRADE evidence profile
Question: Should oseltamivir vs. no antiviral treatment be used for influenza?
Quality assessment
Participants Risk of bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Publication
(studies)
bias

Summary of Findings
Overall quality of Study event rates (%)
Relative effect Anticipated absolute effects
evidence
With no
With oseltamivir (95% CI)
Risk with no antiviral treatment
antiviral
treatment

Absolute effect with Oseltamivir
(95% CI)

Mortality
681
(3 studies)

no serious no serious
no serious no serious undetected1 LOW1
risk of bias inconsistency indirectness imprecision

59/242
(24.4%)

31/439
(7.1%)

adj OR 0.23
(0.13 to 0.43)

240 deaths per 1000

172 fewer deaths per 1000
(from 120 to 201 fewer)

Hospitalisation
150710
(5 studies)

no serious no serious
no serious no serious undetected4 LOW4
risk of bias inconsistency indirectness imprecision

1238/100585 431/50125
(1.2%)
(0.86%)

adj OR 0.75
(0.66 to 0.89)

12 hospitalisations per 1000

no serious no serious undetected1 VERY LOW1,6
indirectness imprecision
due to risk of
bias,
inconsistency

-

200/1032
(19.4%)

-

-

no serious no serious undetected4 VERY LOW4,6
indirectness imprecision
due to
inconsistency

2111/
100449
(2.1%)

647/50017
(1.3%)

adj OR 0.83
(0.59 to 1.16)

21 pneumonias per 1000

3 fewer hospitalisations per 1000
(from 1 to 4 fewer)

ICU admissions/mechanical ventilation/respiratory failure
Serious5
1032
(6 studies5)

serious6

Complications - Pneumonia
150466
(3 studies)

no serious serious6
risk of bias

4 fewer pneumonias per 1000
(from 9 fewer to 3 more)
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Hsu J, Santesso N, Mustafa R, et al.
Antivirals for treatment of influenza: a systematic review and meta-analysis of observational studies.
Ann Intern Med 2012, 512-24
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GRADE evidence profile

Footnotes/comments explain choices and
judgments made in a SoF Table
• PICO
• Outcomes
• Results
– Absolute effects
– Relative effects
– Participants and
studies
• Quality of the Evidence
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Why a workshop on footnotes and comments in
GRADE profiles?
• Cochrane Methods Innovation Fund project on
evaluation of Summary of Findings tables
• Aim 2: provide guidance and options for footnotes &
comments to enhance their usefulness and interpretation
• Methods: extract and analyze footnotes & comments in
GRADE evidence profiles in guidelines and SoF Tables
in Cochrane reviews
•

Team Aim 2: Miranda Langendam, Nancy Santesso, Reem Mustafa,
Pauline Heus, Romina Brignardello Petersen, Matt Ventresca, Alonso
Carrasco & Holger Schünemann
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Methods and Results
• SoF tables in 502 Cochrane reviews (March, 2012)
• Assigned themes to each footnote/comment:
– down/upgrading quality of evidence, baseline risk, outcome,
effect measure, no of studies, study design, results
– Single RCT, no meta-analysis

• Observed: large variability in formulation, level of detail
and clarity, some misconceptions
• Translating our observations in guidance: workshop
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Critical

Outcome

Critical

Outcome

Important

Outcome

Not

Grade down

Outcome

Summary of findings
& estimate of effect
for each outcome

Systematic review
Recommendation or
health care action

Grade overall
quality of evidence
across outcomes based on
lowest quality
of critical outcomes

Grade recommendations
• For or against (direction) ↓↑
• Strong or conditional/weak (strength)
By considering balance of:
 Quality of evidence
 Balance benefits/harms
 Values and preferences
Revise if necessary by considering:
 Resource use (cost)

Grade up

P
I
C
O

Randomization
increases initial
quality
1. Risk of bias
2. Inconsistency
High
⊕⊕⊕⊕
Moderate ⊕⊕⊕O3. Indirectness
Low
⊕⊕OO4. Imprecision
Very low ⊕OOO5. Publication
bias
1. Large effect
2. Dose
response
3. Opposingbias &
Confounders

Guideline
Formulate Recommendations (↓↑ | ⊕…)
•“The panel recommends that ….should...”
•“The panel suggests that ….should...”
•“The panel suggests to not ...”
•“The panel recommends to not...”

(↑↑ | ⊕…)
(↑? | ⊕…)
(↓?8| ⊕…)
(↓↓ | ⊕…)

Determinants of quality of a body of evidence
• RCTs ⊕⊕⊕⊕
• observational studies ⊕⊕
• 5 factors that can lower quality
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

limitations in detailed study design and execution
(risk of bias criteria)
Inconsistency (or heterogeneity)
Indirectness (PICO and applicability)
Imprecision
Publication bias

• 3 factors can increase quality
1.
2.
3.

large magnitude of effect
opposing plausible residual bias or confounding
dose-response gradient
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Footnotes guidance - general
• Explain source for baseline risk
• Explanations on QoE in footnote, not in comment
• For every factor, report issues with evidence
“The 95% CI includes both negligible effect and appreciable harm”

• Explain if you decided not to downgrade
“Unclear concealment in 1 of the 5 trials did not lead to
downgrading”
“Studies used different LMWHs but indirectness not likely given
similarity in results across studies”

• No issues, no footnote
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Footnotes guidance - factors
• Study limitations
– No of studies and high Risk of Bias items

• Inconsistency
– Judgment based on visual inspection CIs, I2, Chi2-test?

• Imprecision
– Judgment based on CI, OIS, clinical thresholds?

• Indirectness
– Which PICO element causes indirectness?

• Publication bias
– Judgment based on funnel plot, test, other?
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Footnotes guidance - factors
• Magnitude of effect
• Dose-response gradient
• Opposing plausible residual bias or confounding
– Explain direction
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Hands-on work
Writing footnotes on selected examples
• Work in pairs
• Make judgment on quality of evidence and formulate
a footnote
• Note discussion points
• Large group discussion
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Hands-on work
Make judgement on informativeness
• Work in small groups + tutor
• Use the examples, focus on footnotes/comments
• Discuss:
– What is your overall opinion of the explanations
(footnotes and comments)?
– Do you find them transparent?
– How could the explanations be improved?
• e.g. leaving out information, adding information
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